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73
`kar ka jp
b÷t laeg zaô-ivxan deokr AaEr Aixkar-Ainixkar ka ivcar n krke kevl yha~-yha~ se
mhaTMy p–F-sunkr hI %pasna me< àv&Ä hae jane hE<, k…D laeg `kar kae b÷t mhTvzalI mankr %sI
ka jp krne lgte hE<, gIta me< Égvan! ne kha AvZy hE ik à[v mE< ø~, ikNtu yid @esI kar[ Égvan!
ka Svêp man kr Égvan kae Apnate hae tae %sae àkar is<h kae ÉI Kyae< pk–f kr nhI— rote, Kyae<ik
vh ÉI tae (Aae<kar ke sman) Égvan ka Svêp hI hE, Égvan ïI k«:[ cNÔ ne kha hE ik ‘m&gana< m&geNÔae=h<,’
`kar ke mhaTMy se àeirt haekr jae laeg kevl `kar ka hI jp krte hE< %nkI Kya dza haetI hE,
yh hm Apne AÉI tk ke AnuÉv se btate hE<, sunae dae, car, ds, bIs bar inTy `kar jp se tae kae$ ivze; bat nhI— haetI, prNtu yid dae-car hjar
jp inTy haeta rhe tae wae–fe hI smy me< laEikk piriSwit kmjaer hae jaygI, s<ioya mark hE, prNtu
wae–fa-wae–fa oaya jay tae %ska Asr %tna zIº nhI— haeta, yid waef
– I ÉI maÇa Aixk hae jay tae
mark tae hE hI, #sI àkar kevl `kar ka jp ivze; êp se krne valae< kI laEikk VyvSwa AvZy
kmjaer hae jatI hE; raejI-raejgar me< kmI hae jatI hE; ôI-puÇ Aaid ASvSw rhte hE< AaEr mr ÉI jate
hE<,
pa~c-D> v;R pihle hm l]-c{fI y} ke smy lon^ gye we, %s smy @k iìÏa hmare pas
Aa$ AaEr dae-car laeg ÉI %ske saw Aaye, %n laegae< ne kha ik mata jI b–fI É´a hE<, idn Ér ÉjnpUjn me< lgI rhtI hE<, pr AÉI wae–fe hI idn ÷@ ik #nke dae puÇ yuvavSwa me< mr gye, #ske %Är me<
hmne %nse pU~Da ik ‘`kar ka jp krtI hae Kya?’ %sne kha ik mharaj! vhI tae hmara Aaxar hE, idn
– na, prNtu
Ér jp ikya krtI ø~, hmne kha ik ACDa ÷Aa Aapne s<sar kae tae jp fala, Ab n Daef
%ske lgav se vh cIj hI nò hae jaygI, yhI `kar ke jp ka )l hE, ya tae khI— àem n krae AaEr
yid àem kraege tae vh àemaSpd pdawR hI `kar ke jp ke àÉav se nò hae jayga, #sI ilye g&hSwae< kae
kevl `kar ke jp ka Aixkar nhI— hE, zô jae Aixkar nhI— deta vh kLya[ kI †iò se nhI— deta,
yid `kar jp se g&hSwae< kae laÉ haeta tae< kae$ kar[ nhI— wa ik zaô %nke ilye in;e<x krta, mÙae<
ke Aage jae< `kar jae–f dete hE< vh ma¼ilk AwR me< haeta hE, ËsrI bat yh hE ik iôyae< kae< `kar yu´
mÙ ke jp ka in;ex hE, jha~ pué;ae< ke mÙ ke àarMÉ me< ‘`kar’ lgaya jata hE vha~ iôyae< ke mÙ ke
Aage ‘ïI’ lgaya jata hE,
Égvan! z»r ne pavRtI kae< %pdez krte ÷@ kha hE ik `kar-siht mÙ ka jp iôyae< ke ilye iv;
ke sman hae<ta hE AaEr `kar-riht mÙ ke jp se hI iôyae< ka kLya[ haeta hE, ivcar krna caihye
ik z»rjI ApnI pÆI kae }an ka %pdez kr rhe hE<, prNtu `kar kae bca rhe hE<, yid ôI jait ke
ilye `kar laÉdayk haeta tae ApnI— AÏaRi¼nI kae< %pdez krte ÷ye z»rjI `kar ka %pdez Kyae< n
krte,
Hindi text as published in ‘Shri Shankaracharya Upadesha’

'Japa of ` OM.'
- Guru Dev, Shankaracharya Swami Brahmananda Saraswati c1941-1953,
Upadesha 73 of 108 translation by Paul Mason, published in '108 Discourses of Guru Dev' © 2009
'Some people set great measure by the magnificence of the japa of ` OM.'
Many people have not done the work of consulting the Shastras in order to determine what is authorised
and what is not. They look here and there and from this they understand what they should do to engage in
worship. Some people set great measure by the magnificence of the japa of OM.

`
“AUM”
‘OM’

In Bhagavad Gita, Bhagwan certainly said that ‘I am the pranava.’ But if the purpose is to attain
Bhagwan’s special form, then why not use the method of grasping the lion as well, since he is also that
too? Bhagwan Shri Krishna Chandra said that:-

“m&gana< m&geNÔae=h<”
“mriganam mrigendro aham”
[Bhagavad Gita 10:30]
‘Amongst beasts I am the lion’

What actually happens to those who proclaim the greatness of using only “OMkara ka japa”, our
experience up until recently we are informing, listen; 2, 4, 10, 20 times constantly repeating OM then no
particular effect there will be. But if 2, 4 thousand unceasing repetitions then in a short time [one’s
connection with] the worldly surrounding will become weak. Arsenic is a destroyer, but taking a little,
then the effects will not be very rapid. If some excessive dose is taken then it actually kills. Those who
use the method of “OMkara ka japa” alone, taking it to be the special form, find that their worldly
discipline certainly weakens; working and regular meals go into decline; wife and son etc. become
unhealthy and also die.
Five, six years ago, we had gone to Lucknow for the occasion of Laksha Chandi Yagya. On that occasion
one old woman came to us and 2, 4 people came along too. These people said that Mataji was a great
devotee, all day long she would remain in prayer and worship. However, only very recently her two sons,
who were in the prime of life, had died.
To this we asked; ‘Were you practicing OMkara ka japa?’
She answered to Maharaj! ‘The very same is our basis, all day long I did do japa.’
We said that, ‘Achchaa (Okay), you have been casting japa for your samsara (life), not to quit now.’
However, by that connection the thing becomes destroyed. Right here is the effect of “OMkara japa”.
This then is done somewhere without love and if love’s work is being done then the meaning and the
object of love will be annihilated by the influence of “OMkara ka japa”.
For this reason grihasthon (householders) are not authorised to do “OMkara ke japa” alone. Shastra with
a view to grant good fortune does not give authority. If there were any benefit to be derived by grihasthon
by using “OMkara japa” there would be no reason for the Shastra to prohibit.

Mantras [sometimes] contain a mixture [of sounds including] OM that are given for auspicious purposes.
Another thing is this that women are prohibited from practising japa with a “OMkara-yukta mantra” (a
mantra conjoined with OM). Wherever at the beginning there is the purusha (male) mantra “OM” then
instead women should apply the sound “shree”.

ïI
“shri”
‘Shree’

Bhagwan Shankar (Lord Shiva) giving instruction to Parvati on japa explained that for women “OMkarasahita mantra ka japa” (OM connected mantra) can be like poison and for happiness they should only do
japa without OMkara. Due consideration should be given that Shankarji gave this information to his own
wife. If OMkara is beneficial for a woman to do, why would he instruct his own wife against the practice?

~~~

'OM for the Gyaani (realised)'
- Guru Dev, Shankaracharya Swami Brahmananda Saraswati c1941-1953,
Upadesha 82 of 108 translation by Paul Mason, published in '108 Discourses of Guru Dev' © 2009

}anI ke il@ iloa hE ik yid %ska mnaeraJy iksI kayR ke il@ hae tae %se `kar ka jp krta
caihye buÏ tTven xI dae; zuNyenekaNtvaisn>,
dI"R à[vmu½ayR mnaeraJy< ivlIyte.
extract of Hindi text as published in ‘Shri Shankaracharya Upadesha’

~~~~
For the gyaani (realised) it is written that, for any work in manorajyam (the realm of the mind) he should do “OMkara ka
japa” - ‘japa of the OM syllable’:-

“buÏtÅven xIdae; zUNyenEkaNt vaisna,
dI"¡ à[vm! %½ayR mnaeraJy< ivjIyte.”
“buddhatattvena dhidosha shunyenaikanta vasina.
dirgham pranavam uchcharya manorajyam vijiyate..”
[Panchadashi 4.62]
‘One who has intellectually understood the nature of the secondless Brahman and who is free from defects of intellect, should
live in solitude, and over a long period practice the japa of OM and thus control the vagaries of the mind.’
[Panchadashi - translation by Swami Swahananda, Sri Ramakrishna Math]

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

'OM' - Brahmachari Mahesh, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
October 1955, published in 'Beacon Light of the Himalayas', pp66-67
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'aiM-practice & hriiM-practice alongwith shriiM-practice
has hidden meaning, mystery & great power,
communicating the vital point of OM-practice,
I bow down again and again to the sandals of the blessed guru.'
the last four lines of this version of the Sanskrit 'Guru Paduka Stotram'
as published in 'Beacon Light of the Himalayas' October 1955,
English translation of verse, by Paul Mason.

***
Obviously enough there are two ways of life, the way of the Sanyasi and the way of life of a householder.
One is quite opposed to the other. A Sanyasi renounces everything of the world, whereas a householder
needs and accumulates everything. Shastras declare both ways of life to be the paths of emancipation.
Both are said to be the "Moksha Marga" 1 Nivarthi Marga 2 and 'Pravrithi Marga' 3. The one realises,
through renunciation and detachment, while the other goes through all attachments and accumulation of
all that is needed for physical life. We have two different sets of Mantras to suit the two ways of life.
Mantras for the Sanyasis have the effect of increasing the sense of detachment and renunciation and also
have the power of destroying the objects of worldly affections, if there should survive any such objects
for him. Quite contrary to this are the Mantras suitable for the householder which have the efficacy of
harmonising and enriching the material aspect of life also.
1
2
3

Moksha = liberation, Marga = path, Moksha Marga = path of liberation.
Nivritti = negation, Nivritti Marga = path of turning away from activity.
Pravriitti = action, effort, Pravriitti Marga = path of active involvement in the world.

The Mantras of the Sanyasi have a destructive effect in the material field of life, whereas the Mantras
suited to the householder envisage constructive values also.
"Om" is the Mantra for the Sanyasi. The Sanyasi repeats "Om" "Om" "Om". It is given to him at the time
of 'Sanyas - Diksha', at the time when he has completely renounced attachment to the world. Renunciation
and detachment increase with the repetition of 'Om'. 'Om' is chanted aloud by a Sanyasi to put on end to
his desires. Desires are destroyed by loudly chanting the mantra 'Om'. And if there is any desire deeply
rooted in the mind of a Sanyasi, the chanting of 'Om' will result in the destruction of the object of such
desire in order to make the Sanyasi, wholly desireless. The Sanyasi thus attains Peace through the
renunciation and destruction of desires, whereas the peace comes to the householder when his needs are

satisfied, when his desires are fulfilled. The mantras for the householders have the effect of fulfilling the
desires.
If unfortunately, the householder begins to repeat the pranava Mantra viz. 'Om', 'Om' 'Om' he experiences
destructive effects in his material life. The effect starts with monetary loss and then goes on to destroy
objects of affection, one by one. Such a man, when he finds loss of money and separation from the dear
ones, he is reduced to utter peacelessness and frustration. Where is the chance of spiritual development or
experience of Peace and happiness for such a dejected soul? The path of peacelessness and misery in the
world, cannot lead to Eternal happiness. If the man is proceeding towards Eternal happiness every day he
should feel the increase of peace and happiness, and this alone will assure him that he is proceeding
towards abiding peace and eternal happiness. If you walk towards the light you should be able to feel the
increase of light at every step. If you are spending some time in devotion to God, you should feel peace
and happiness in life. If you are not feeling peace and happiness you should be wise enough to doubt the
correctness of your devotion, you should be wise enough to think that your method of devotion is wrong,
that the Mantras that you are repeating do not suit you. The mantras that suit the Sanyasis can never suit
the householders. Hundreds of God-loving and God-fearing families, have been ruined due to the
destructive effects of Sanyasa Mantra viz. "Om". "Om" destroys desires and also destroys the objects of
desires and therefore it produces calmness of mind and renunciation and detachment from material life
only to Sanyasis when they repeat Om; to them it brings the experience of peace of mind and from this
experience they generally recommend the chanting of 'Om' to their followers. But when a householder
repeats 'Om', he experiences that as long as he is repeating 'Om' he feels peace of mind, but when he
comes out to indulge in business or household work, he finds he finds that the air is against his desire and
schemes. The silencing effect on the mind and destructive effects in material life, both are lived side by
side. Some people say that we should ignore material life in regard to the devotional practices and
Mantras. But this is a fool's ideology. Can you possibly ignore the considerations of material life, when
the Mantras do affect it? Select a path which will make you happier in your material life also. Do not live
in a fool's paradise. Do not think that your sufferings and miseries of today will work as reservations in
the galleries of heaven for tomorrow. Be peaceful and happy in the present and try to make this state
permanent. This is the path of Deliverance in Life Jeevan-Mukti, the most exalted state in human
existence, the state of abiding Peace and Eternal Bliss. And this you are entitled to have through correct
and suitable Sadhana. And because the Mantras play an important role in the field of Sadhana, you must
be very very careful in the selection of the Mantra. The theory of Mantras is the theory of sound. It is
most scientific and natural. Ladies should never repeat any Mantra beginning with Om. The
pronunciation of Om is like fire to the ladies. This is the practical experience of many devoted ladies who
repeated 'Om Namah Shivaya' or 'Om Namonarayanaya' or 'Om Namo Bhagawate Vasudevaya' or any
such mantra beginning with Om. It cannot be God's wish that you should suffer in your devotion to him.
Do not cling to the unhelpful Mantras. The moment you find you have got into the wrong train, it is wise
to get down from it as soon as possible. It is foolish to stick on to the wrong train and go wherever it takes
you.

------------------------

jy guédev
jaya gurudeva

'OM & the Vedas' - Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
from transcript of tape recording of a lecture given at
3475 West Sixth Street, Los Angeles on Sunday, December 6, 1964
published as 'The Vedas, Source of the Subtle Science', 1964,
and also included in 'Meditations of Maharishi' pp11-15
Now what is the connection between the Cosmic Life that is infinite ocean of Being and the individual
life? How does the creation start?
There is a set cycle of day and night. When the day comes we get up, when the night comes we go to
sleep. With the day we come out, with the night we go into sleep, the cycle of creation and dissolution is
like that. Dissolution means all the manifested life goes into a state of unmanifested existence. It is like a
calm and quiet ocean, no ripples, no activity, just like a silent ocean, that is the time of dissolution. How
does the individual life start from that deep silent ocean of life? It starts in the most automatic manner, as
the day starts. Some time of the night is gone and then the day starts, the sun comes up, it comes up
automatically. Similarly, the time of creation and the time of dissolution, that is, the day of the creation
and the night of the universe come on automatically. When the time of creation comes, it is held, almost
in all religions, that the great Lord wishes the creation to be, desires the creation to be. Vedas also say, “I
am One, maybe I become many.” Eko-ham bahu-ssyaam. In almost all religions they say, “In the
beginning was the Word and the Word was with God.” That is, God wished and with the wish of God,
with the will of God, the creation started.
Now how does, “with the will of God,” the creation start? The will means an impulse, the desire has not
yet become very gross, but the impulse of a desire. When God desires or in other words when it is time
for creation to begin, then in that silent unbounded ocean of life a stir is created. And how is that stir
created? If you take water in a big flat dish and the water is all still and then you give a push from one
side, with one little jerk the whole water moves, one wave goes over the whole water, hum-m-m-m, like
that. That means the first subtlest vibration starts and that is the start of the creation, that is the start of the
unmanifested state of life to come into manifestation. But manifestation means several individuals,
innumerable, all creation. You give a push to the dish and one wave goes through. This wave is a hum-mm-m-m. And what is that hum like? If you strike a bell it produces a hum-m-m-m. From that eternal
silence a hum starts and this hum is called OM. You may have heard of the glory of OM and the greatness
of OM, that OM is everything and that from OM the creation comes and into OM the creation dissolves,
that OM is the sustainer of life, that OM is the beginning and end of all creation.
All this is OM, that hum, which is the first silent sound, first silent wave that starts from that silent ocean
of unmanifested life. If you keep on moving the dish then that one wave breaks into many waves and you
find a wave here and a wave there and a wave there.
That basic sound of OM, that one hum of OM is divided into different vibrations. And what is that one
hum? This is how we express sound, in waves. Now if we want to express that hum in wave lengths then
it would be almost a straight line whose pitch would fall into infinity. That means it is a sound eternal,
one hum never ending.
And that basic hum forms the ground on which the creation is created because all creation means different
sets of vibrations. All these vibrations, all these wave lengths, are based on that one eternal wave length
which is represented in a straight line. As long as the creation is to be, that hum underlies all creation.
Physics tells us that every little minute atom, and then finer particles, all this is just cycles of energy,
waves of energy. One individual is nothing but a bundle of waves, nothing but a bundle of energy waves.

Where do these waves come from, these waves of energy? They all originate from that one eternal hum
and that hum in its exact status is the origin of the Vedas.
Knowledge of that hum is the knowledge of the Vedas. In order to have the knowledge of that hum we
have to have the knowledge of all the vibrations of all the cycles. Now this is the basic analysis of what
Veda is. There are Rig, Sama, Yajur, Atharva. These are the names given to basic particular rhythms
coming out of this fundamental rhythm of OM.
Different meters of the Vedas are responsible or underline all the different forms and phenomena in the
entire creation. The Vedas are a very basic study of the fundamentals of life. That is the reason why,
through Vedic hymns, it is possible for those expert in chanting those hymns to produce certain effects
here, there or there. The universe is vast, so many worlds and all that. We do something here according to
Vedic rites, particular, specific chanting to produce an effect in some other world, draw the attention of
those higher beings or gods living there. The entire knowledge of the mantras or hymns of the Vedas is
devoted to man’s connection, to man’s communication with the higher beings in different strata of
creation.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Commentary on Bhagavad Gita ch7 v8 - Maharishi Mahesh Yogi c1965

rsae=hmPsu kaENtey àÉaiSm zizsUyRyae>,
à[v> svRvede;u zBd> oe paEé;< n&;u. 7-8.
raso'hamapsu kaunteya prabhäsmi çaçisüryayoù |
praëavaù sarvavedeñu çabdaù khe pauruñaà nåñu || 7-8||

I am fluidity in water, O Son of Kunti; I am radiance of the Sun and the Moon; I am the syllable AUM in
all the Veda; I am sound in space, and manhood in men.
The Lord means to say: ' I am the essence and essential feature of all things in creation, and that which
distinguishes one from the other and maintains each separate existence.' The Word 'I' means the
Transcendent Being. Anyone, when he says 'I' means the life or reality in himself.
The Lord says, 'I am the syllable AUM in all the Veda.' The Veda represents whatever there is in creation.
The basic vibration that is there at the root of expression and underlies the whole field of speech is the
eternal sound AUM - the soundless hum whose frequency can be illustrated by a straight line extending to
infinity. The whole creation, being nothing but frequencies, is based on and is pervaded by this hum.
AUM, the ultimate cause and constituent of the whole creation. That is why the Lord says, ' I am that
AUM.'
Space is appreciated by means of sound, as if the sound gives expression to space. That is why the Lord
say, 'I am sound', the very quality of space, which pervades all creation. The Lord means that the supreme
Reality is the basis of everything.
Without manhood there would be no man. That is why the Lord says 'I am manhood in men.' and thereby
proclaims that man is Divine.
………

Commentary on Bhagavad Gita ch8 vv12-13 - Maharishi Mahesh Yogi c1965

svRÖarai[ s<yMy mnae ùid inéXy c,
mUXNyaRxayaTmn> àa[maiSwtae yaegxar[am!. 8-12.
AaeimTyeka]r< äü VyahrNmamnuSmrn!,
y> àyait TyjNdeh< s yait prma< gitm!. 8-13.
sarvadväräëi saàyamya mano hådi nirudhya ca |
mürdhnyädhäyätmanaù präëamästhito yogadhäraëäm || 8-12||
omityekäkñaraà brahma vyäharanmämanusmaran |
yaù prayäti tyajandehaà sa yäti paramäà gatim || 8-13||
Having brought under control all the doors (of the body) and having confined the mind within the heart,
with the life-breath held in the head, firm in this state of Yoga, reciting Aum, the one-syllabled Brahman,
dwelling on Me, he who departs leaving the body, goes to the Transcendent goal.
The Lord in these two verses reveals the steps necessary to be taken as the preparation to leave the body
in order to reach the highest goal.
These steps are:
1. Bring all the doors of the body under control.
2. Confine the mind within the heart.
3. Hold the life-breath in the head.
4. Recite Aum
5. Dwell on the Lord.
6. Depart, leaving the body.
7. Reach the Transcendent, the ultimate goal.
The process of leaving the body begins by the prana withdrawing itself from different limbs and organs of
the body. In this process the senses also begin to leave their organs and are taken away by the life energy,
prana. As this is the process of disintegration of the body, it is highly necessary that the process is
prevented from being chaotic and undisciplined but takes place in a manner which will maintain the
integrity of senses, prana, mind and soul.
Obviously the first think necessary is to stop the life-breath going out of the body from any opening and
then start bringing the situation under control. This is why the Lord says the first thing to be done is to
‘control the doors’ of the body as they are usually open.
As the second step the Lord suggests to ‘confine the mind within the heart.’ These words indicate that one
has to be extremely careful that the mind stays within the heart and does not go out. The reason is
obvious. Mind and prana are said to be identical, prana follows the mind and vice versa. If the mind is
kept centered within the heart, then the currents of the prana leaving different parts of the body are
naturally directed towards the heart, and this sets up a control which disciplines the whole…
When in this manner the life breath begins to be centered within the heart, then, as the third step the Lord
says, take it to the head and hold it there.

‘Hold the life-breath in the head.’ The purpose of this is to open the highest door in the body under the
pressure of the life force—the gate of Sushumna, which opens the astral path to the sun and through it to
the sphere of Brahmaloka, the world of the Supreme Being. This path is detailed in verse 24 of this
chapter.
The path of the Sushumna Gate provides that subtle plane of existence which leads on to the finer and
finer realms of life, arriving at the subtlest strata of existence, the celestial, divine field of all light, the
field of Purusha. In the absence of entry into this path of Sushumna, the subtle body is left to go out
through any of the nine doors of the body and is then left out in correspondingly grosser fields of the
manifested life, too coarse for contentment and rapid evolution.
The fourth step is ‘recite Aum’: When the life-breath has been brought in the head, the Lord recommends
to recite Aum; qualifying Aum, the Lord says ‘the one-syllabled Brahman.’ This is to make clear the
manner of repeating Aum. A continuous stream of short sounds of Aum is to be set forth, and not long,
drawn-out sounds of Aum.
The purpose of this repetition of Aum, at that time, is to create a calming influence on the dying cells of
the body and on the violent nature of prana when it is setting itself free from long time association with
those cells and the entire body. This soothing influence also brings calmness to the violent nature of the
life force gathered in the head, because by nature the sound of Aum produces a very great effect of
silence. The physical nature of the energy impulses set forth by the repetition of this syllable is to produce
silence and reduce the tendency to activity.
This is extremely necessary for the subtle body while it is about to leave the body, in order to become
calm before going out into the unfamiliar realms of existence. This is to help the outgoing soul meet the
new situation in a collected and calm manner.
The repetition of Aum builds up a momentum of calm for the departing soul. One thing of importance
here is that when the momentum of calmness is being created within the head, by the physical influence
of Aum changing, it is necessary to put the mind on the thought of the Highest, so that the life-force while
leaving the body is naturally directed towards the Highest. It is for this that the Lord suggests: ‘Dwelling
in Me while repeating Aum.’
The remembrance of the Lord, here symbolized by Lord Krishna, designs and establishes the direction of
the march of the soul, while the repetition of Aum creates a momentum of peace at the time of departure.
The soul departs in peace, directed towards the highest, and passing through the path of light, arrives at
the supreme, celestial goal of eternal fulfillment.
Another reason for remembering the Supreme Lord at that time is to prevent the mind from leaning
towards passivity under the silencing influence of Aum, and to keep it alert on its goal. The higher gate of
Sushumna, which does not function for any of the mundane necessities of life in the world, opens into the
plane of the subtlest strata of existence.
There exists the most delicate part of the nervous system which connects the planes of the transcendental
absolute Consciousness with the relative life. The higher gate of Sushumna represents that. That is why it
is recommended for the soul to leave the body through that gate, so that being out of the body it may find
itself on the subtle plane of divine intelligence.
It should not be lost sight of that these two verses present the technique of dying and not the way to live
eternal freedom in God Consciousness during life here on earth.'
………………………………………….

Commentary on Bhagavad Gita ch15 v1- Maharishi Mahesh Yogi c1965
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Verse 1
The Blessed Lord said:
'Rooted above, branching below, Ashvattha is said to be imperishable, whose leaves are meters.
He who knows it is the knower of the Veda.'
‘Knower of the Veda’: means knower of the entire field of the three gunas, knower of the universe, the
knower of the rhythm of Life and also of the rhythm of life of everything. Again, it means the knower,
one who knows directly by hearing the rhythm of Life and also the rhythm of life of everything. That
means the One who hears full one-hundred percent Aum at the time while he is hearing fragments of it.
That means living the state of cosmic consciousness where one is in tune with Life and life.
Mandukya Upanishad speaks in detail of the composition of Aum. It is the exposition of the same secret
wisdom of cosmic life and individual life bound in one through the thread of ‘Shruti’—the rhythm—the
Veda.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………….

'OM, OM, OM' - Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
Talk in Rishikesh, India - 12th March 1967

Maharishi - 'OM, OM, OM. Now this OM sound is not that hum. That hum is a continuous thing, going
on underneath all forms and phenomena, and this "OM, OM, OM" is a, is a fluctuating thing. Just, the
question is like why does fire burn? It is it's nature. (laughs)
Q - I don't think... (inaudible).. form.
Maharishi - 'That hum also is called OM, and it's called OM in the Upanishadic language.
Outer expression of that innermost hum that dwells in the deepest level of every life. Outermost. This
"OM, OM, OM" is said to be 25% OM. And that hum is said to be the "pushpad OM". The "pushpad"
means, just like a cot with four legs, all the four legs are there. Full. Full. Full OM. The "pushpad purna
OM".
The principle, that led the people to chant OM, behind are many reasons, amongst many reasons, One
reason is that even if you pull one leg of the cot, all the three come along. Listen. That full 100% OM will
come along if you can get hold of even 25%. (laughs) But what is important in here is, pulling along that
25%. Pull along that 25% and when it is pulled, to that hum it is 100. This 50. Now you can imagine one
50.

Something that is going on eternally, something that hummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm going on
eternally. That eternal impulse is the basis of all life. It gives life. It creates, it maintains. All the creation
and maintenance belong to that basic impulse.
On that basis everything is created, everything is maintained, and everything is dissolved, because
evolution necessitates dissolution of the created state, and creation of the newer ones. So, creation and
evolution and dissolution, all these three things, which form the basis of creation, is based on that hum.
Now, if it is broken, then it will be destructive to life. If the continuous hum is constructive, then the
breaking into pieces will be, will be, destructive of life. And this destructive to, to life and ambition and
aspiration, desires... This destruction suits the recluse way of life. Because recluse does not go the way of
success in the world. His life demands he keeps away from every active achievement, away from desire,
away from everything. And therefore, repetition of the "OM, OM, OM", which is just the vocal
representative of the continuous stream of the eternal hum. The repetition of "OM, OM, OM", suits the
recluse way of life. It brings him failure in material undertakings, aspiration and all that desires, he
doesn't succeed. And that's why he goes the way of, minimise the desire, and kill the ego, and all sorts of
things, which are opposed to success in life in the world. This is because, that continuity of that impulse,
or that sound, gets broken when you say "OM, OM, OM, OM, OM, OM", like that, like that. By its
feature the sannyasis are asked to repeat "OM" like that, "OM, OM, OM, OM". 12,000 times a day, and
this sustains them on their recluse path. 12,000 times. And anyone who does not do 12,000, then he gets
into the worldly activity in here or there or there or there. Anyone who does 12,000 a day, just doesn't
want to see anyone, and doesn't want to talk to anyone, doesn't want to have anything to do with the
world. That is the effect it.
The whole thing is tied down to the way of life, way of life.
Recluse is a completely different way of life.'
Transcript by Paul Mason
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………….

'OM' - Malcolm Muggeridge & Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
Recording made on 25th August 1967, broadcast soon after on BBC

Maharishi - 'We take a syllable, and then experience... '
Malcolm Muggeridge - 'OM ?'
Maharishi - 'No, not not OM for all the people.'
Malcolm Muggeridge - 'I read about the syllable OM.'
Maharishi - 'Yes, they are taught quite a lot of it. But one syllable will never suit all the people; each
personality is different.'
Interview with broadcaster Malcolm Muggeridge & Maharishi Mahesh Yogi on 25th August 1967
Broadcast on BBC Home Service radio, 'Spirit & The Flesh', 17th September 1967
Transcript by Paul Mason
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

'OM' - Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
Talk in Rishikesh, India - 17th & 18th February 1968
' ... is the first expression of prana. the first expression of prana. Now. we can take a plate of water, and
then strike it, I mean, disturb it, like that. What do we see.. find, is the whole water stirs in one curve, a
wave goes through the whole, like that, the whole water becomes. And if we keep on stirring like that,
like that, like that, like that. Then, where they come up, different, different types of waves, here and there
and there and there and there.
So, at the start of creation, out of the ocean of Being, a, a gentle stir comes, a stir, as if you'd stirred a dish
full of water. And then one wave goes throughout the whole. That first wave is that hum, finest. And then
when we continue to do like that, that means, the process of creation continues, the stir continues. And
when the stir continues then that one wave breaks into many, many seg, segments. And different,
different types of waves come up here, like that, like that, like that, like that, like that. These different,
different types of waves are the alphabets, 52 alphabets of the Sanskrit language, and OM is the, not this
OM but that hum, that is the basis of all the alphabets. And some the alphabets, some sounds, sounds are
be formed, and the combination of one form to the another and all sorts of permutations, it brings out the
whole creation, this is the history, the story of how the world was created.
So OM is just the first expression of prana, and this is, this is a genuine, the first expression of the three
gunas, because when the three gunas are in equilibrium, nothing happens. Equilibrium. There has to be a
little bit one less, and one more. Some one has to start predominating. One less, and one more. Then the
movement starts, then the whole nature initiates [?] the impulses, and from there the creation begins. So
this prana, and the hum this OM, and three gunas, have there, in, in this form of hum, is the first
expression of the three gunas and the first state of evolution of prana.'
'OM. Now, that hum is OM. Now, the OM that we say 'OM, OM, OM, OM' is, is NOT that hum. I mean,
when we say "OM, OM", .. so sound, and sound. But that hum at the basis of relative creation, at the
finest level of crea.., relative creation, that hum is hundred percent OM, and that is life supporting. Life
supporting.
Because it is on the basis of that hum that the entire creation exists. That is 100% OM. That OM is only
life supporting. It supports creative intelligence, it supports creativity. It's the basis of all evolution,
creation and evolution. And this is the glory of OM. Long drawn OM, You have heard sometimes people
chanting? Some "OMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM". It's a big huge long drawn OM. That is 75%
OM. And a little less long drawn is 60%. And this, when we say, "OM, OM, OM" - this is 25%
Now. Now, now, now. That hum at the basis of relative creation - because the creation goes on and on
and on and on and on, on, on, that hum which is the basis of all this ever going creation, is all, is also
almost eternal, long long lived eternal. Not as eternal as the Absolute is, but eternal enough for all
practical purposes of the relative field. (laughter from audience)
So this, this OM, 100% OM, is one with eternal life. It supports life, it is life supporting. And when that
straight one long eternal hum gets broken - OM, OM, OM, OM - when it gets broken, then it loses that
quality of life supporting influence, then it beco.. then it starts becoming life damaging. Because when it
is continuous it is life supporting, and when it's choppy, then it is quite opposite. It has its opposite value.
Mmm? It is continuous and it is life supporting, and it is choppy, it becomes life damaging. Life
damaging.
Therefore, we have nothing to do with OM. Whereas, that completeness of OM, which is full, 100% OM,
that is the last reduction of every sound, of any sound. Every mantra comes down to this hum and
transcends, no matter what. A-B-C-D-E-F, whatever, eventually it comes to that level.

So, what we are doing is, we are cherishing 100% OM, and we don't want 25%. Or 50%. This 100% OM
is very rewarding, it's very encouraging, 100%. So in this hum, what we get is, the OM, full, full value as
depicted in the Upanishads, and it's something eternal. But every sound, every mantra, reduces down to
OM and it transcends.
We don't chant anything! Repetition of the...
When we are in the grip of such a beautiful thing which immediately takes us to the omnipresent level of
Being, contacts the universal, immediately. Then we don't much waste time on the gross.
Because all day long when we are behaving in the outer world, we ARE coming in this field. So, why
chant? It's a waste of lungs. (laughter from audience)
"And the word was with God", and this is that word of the beginning of creation - "HUM" - and this is
with the omnipresent.'
Transcript by Paul Mason
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

'Effect of OM as Mantra' - Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
Talk at Squaw Valley in August 1968
Q - 'A friend of mine has stopped meditating with his original mantra, and instead he uses OM. He says it
is deeper and more satisfying. He also encourages others to do the same and save $35. (audience laughter)
He claims the use of OM is a much purer form of meditation. Please give me some advice to pass on to
him and comment on the ancient use of OM.'
Maharishi - 'Tell him to stop, just for the simple reason that one sound will not be useful for all the
people. One sound may not be useful for all the people. It cannot. There must be some different sounds
for different people. Who is to know what sound is for what person? Only the teacher. Guesswork in this
field maybe harmful. Suggest be harm full.
Now. Ask him, to, to stop. First good advice is to stop. Take the proper mantra, spend $35 (laughs) - don't
save that much some day. If he does, (laughter) if he does want to save $35, see that he doesn't LOSE
more than 35. (audience laughter) If he is... Ask him to be on the watch. If he is growing in peace, is he
also growing in happiness? Let him be on the watch. Put one or two friends on him to watch (mild
audience laughter). If he is growing in peace, and becoming more serious, like that, more serious, less
friendly to friends, more detached, lack of happiness on the face, lack of life on the face, and he feels
more peace, then tell him this peace is not suitable to him. If he feeling peace, more life on the face,
brilliancy, dynamism, greater waves of happiness with friends, then tell him it is good.
One more thing, ask him, if he's a student, whether he has started on the inclination of stopping to study,
meditating longer time, don't want to go to market, don't want to purchase this and don't want to purchase
this and it's enough whatever is there. Something like a lethargic attitude, some lethargy. Peaceful
lethargy. If this is happening, ask him to stop. Ask him, if he's developing some kind of aversions, to
those whom, who are dear friends, dear members of the family, or something. Aversion to them. Asking
if he's growing in a tendency to talk less, meet less people, don't want to meet, nothing. Thinking more. If
this is increasing, then tell him he is growing lazy, and that this is the effect of OM.
So now your friend's saving $35, and losing all charm of life. It's not a matter of $35, it's a matter of
correct sound. Correct sound. This is the gauge of correctness of the effect that one likes, that one has to
have in life. Brilliancy, dynamism, happiness, humour, harmony, liking, love, if tolerant. If this is
increasing the effect is right, and this is what we want in life. Peace along with dynamism. But if some
kind of other effect are growing, dullingness is OM. For some it might do good, for others it may not, and
therefore, we don't take mantras from books, and on our own. We don't experiment with different (laughs)
- mantras are not for experimentation. We don't experiment ourselves, we don't experiment with other

mantras. We take a mantra and then... because, the time of life is so very precious. As soon as possible we
want to come on to that level of fulfilment, rather than waste time in experimentation.
When we can have an expert advice, have an expert advice, and finish off, go ahead with maximum love.
No use fooling around.
It's very good to raise such points.
See, there are huge volumes in India, huge, huge, where all kinds of mantras are mentioned. And the
glory of each mantra is so fascinating. Having read the first page you'd be tempted to do this mantra. By
the time you have read the second page, this is also equally well. (audience laughs) By the time you have
read the third page; "Oh I must do this", when you have turned the fourth page, "this is so marvellous".
(audience laughs)
It's.. each mantra has its glory because, to whom it suits, it's going to bring all that glory mentioned on,
mentioned in the Scriptures. But only to him to whom it suits. Not to anyone who could try. The, the
glory of the mantra is so enormous, you read something, and all the glory of heavens and earths are
mentioned there.
So, we take one thing, and go ahead, because in our case, it's not only the mantra that counts. After using
a mantra for some time, certain advanced techniques are coming on, and the mantra that we are starting
has to do something with our start, until we have found fulfilment. And mantra is a vehicle so what
happens to the mantra later on, this way or that way during advanced techniques, this, the beginner
doesn't know. And therefore, we just keep away from such side tracks. It's very easy to sidetrack, but
knowing the whole procedure, up to living Unity in day-to-day life, knowing the whole procedures,
clearly we don't fall out into these side tracks.'
Q ..................................
Maharishi - 'It's very good to raise all such points, because they are very tricky points. And once you
know the whole story, good to do it. And you have a stack of them.'
Maharishi - 'Yes?'
Q - 'Is the hum the mantra changes into before transcendence, the sound of OM?'
Maharishi - 'It is that OM. If you want to go into details (audience laughs). How many of you have read
something about OM or...? (audience laughs)
The other day I described that thing, huh? The lady on the question of the three gunas or something.
Some hum, which is at the finest layer of .. somewhere here, nearest to transcending, maybe this line is
that hum. This hum is at the basis of all relative creation. When the absolute starts manifesting, then this
is the starting point of the manifested relative creation. This hum, therefore, is the basis of all creation. As
long as the creation is to go on, it is the hum that is going to sustain all levels of existence. All layers of
creation, from the subtle to the gross, to the grossest. And therefore, this hum is very life-supporting,
because from here everything is created, created, it's life supporting. What this hum is? Just
hummmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
You strike a bell, and hear the hum. And by the time it dies out, before dying out, just faint, much fainter
than the ears can hear, very faint, but continuously going on, eternally going on, because at this end of
this fine thread of hum is eternity, at this edge of this fine thread of hum is the relativity, all the relativity
springing out from there and all kinds of things are being created, and the whole big creation comes on.
So, at this edge of this hum is the relativity, at this edge of the hum is eternity. Therefore, the hum is to go
on as long as the relativity is to go on. On and on and on, tremendously periods of time in creation. That
is called hum, na, OM. That is not OM, OM, OM. This OM, OM, OM, is not this hum. This hum is called
OM, which is life-supporting. And when we gain mastery in this region, then we gain mastery over the
whole of creation.

Therefore, the OM is .. There is an Upanishad, Mandukya Upanishad, one whole Upanishad devoted to
OM, and OM is the source of creation. It's the source of knowledge, it's the source of all experience, is the
source of my existence, it's the source of everything. This big huge enormous glory, to OM. This OM,
which is eternally going on at the basis of all creation, hum. This is 100% OM. Now, there can be 75%
OM, and there can be 50% OM, and there can be 25% of OM.
But this 100% OM is life-supporting. 20, 75% OM supports life, but it has a destructive quality too,
because something that is eternally going on, that upholds creation, and some impulse like that, but
broken. When it's broken then it will have the influence of breaking life. Life-damaging influence, to
some degree. 50% OM will have a more amount of breaking effect. 25% OM will have a more amount of
breaking effect. This OM, what we say "OM, OM, OM, OM", this is 25% OM. It has more breaking
effect. And how does it break life? By reducing brilliancy, reducing dynamism, reducing interest in life.
This is how it starts to break.
Peace, deeper peace, deeper peace, deeper peace leading to inertia. This is how it breaks life. Not that
peace of the infinite value which is in the transcendent area, but the peace which has its stand in the deep
sleep, in the state of inertia. That is why we don't go for "OM, OM, OM". All the glory of the OM that is
there, in the books. That all belongs to this infinite hum at the basis of creation. One with the eternity of
Being. And not this "OM, OM, OM".
It's very important to know the whole story. About the mantras, we just don't dissuade ourselves, we
don't delude ourselves. And therefore, that OM to which all the mantras are reduced, that is lifesupporting and good, because it is one with the eternity. But not that 75% or 50% or 24%, 25% OM,
"OM, OM, OM" repeating "OM, OM, OM". It's not good.'
Q - 'I've been meditating very successfully, for nearly a year. And I've had repeated clear experiences of
transcendental consciousness, some of the them very prolonged, but I don't remember ever experiencing a
hum, although a glow is there. Why?'
Maharishi - 'With a little more practice, with a little more normalisation of the system, details of that area
near about that glow or somesuch. Somewhere near about this area, will begin to.. errhh, will begin to be
clear, and then you'll experience the hum, no doubt. Just somewhere here, just somewhere here. Where
the sound turns into light, where the sound turns into light. That glow. There is that area of hum. One'll
experience all these things as the clarity in this region increases.
Our sole purpose in meditation, in the beginning, is, to dive dee-e-e-p and come out, and dive deep and
come out, and dive deep and come out. As this practice increases with the help of these advanced
techniques, of which we are talking. The straight diving will be retarded, and then, the mind will begin to
float, like that, like that, like that, like that, like that.
Overall will be in the direction of transcending, but a little bit of investigating into these regions. With
little more practice and advanced techniques, little more dive, little more floating around, little more
floating around, then more floating around. More floating around and more floating around.
This is, to make apparent. To make clear, the details of these fine regions, make the mind habituated to
operate in the subtle fields. Make the mind conversant more clearly with the finer regions. And the sole
purpose is to make the mind very conversant of this finest region in the celestial world. Field of life. In
order to gain God-consciousness, and then to know what lies here in between these two mechanics of
nature, in order to know the mystery of, the mystery, that lies between the unity and the diversity. To
gain supreme knowledge. So, if the details of the subtle region are not appearing, we don't mind, we just
keep going, and they will come by themselves.'
Transcript by Paul Mason

Postscript
Interestingly, on Thursday 4th February 1971, another devotee of Guru Dev, his successor Shankaracharya
Swami Shantanand, was asked about this subject of OM.
Mr. Whiting - 'In meditation you first hear a sound at the coarse level, then you don’t hear but know it is
there. Is it possible to hear pure sound?'
Dr Francis Roles. 'I said I would ask, but quoted the scripture from the Book of Golden
Precepts (referred to by Blavatsky in the introduction of The Voice of the Silence): “He who would hear
the voice of Nada, the soundless sound and comprehend it, he has first to learn the practice of Dhyana
(deep meditation)”. Is this a correct translation?'
His Holiness Swami Shantanand Saraswati - 'There is a system known as Nadanusandhana, the
research of the Nada sound. According to this system there are said to be ten types of sound from coarse
through subtle to the causal, which is the purest and all-embracing. Thunderstorm or thunderbolt, bell,
crunching sound, flute or other subtler sounds are heard according to the practice and level of the
individual. They close their eyes and shut their ears and then search for these sounds. The last sound,
which is the purest of all, embraces all sounds but is not physically audible. This is known also through
the Pranava sound of ‘Om’ which has three sounds— ‘A–U–M’. The last sound of ‘M’ is continuous and
goes subtler and comes to a soundless sound experienced as the most subtle of vibrations. This system is
not prescribed for us and so one need not go into the details. In our meditation, one starts the Mantra
which repeats itself and gradually becomes subtler, and at one stage it is experienced as One with the
meditator and act of meditation. In fact this is not just a subjective experience for it is the real state of
Self. This is the Causal or purest sound without a sound.'
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